
ARBITRATION BOARD NO. 471

TO

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS )
)

AND )
)

NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY )

DECISION
PURSUANT TO ARTICLE VII,
SECTION 2 OF THE MAY 19,
1986 NATIONAL AGREEMENT

PARTIES

DISPUTE

QUESTIONS AT ISSUE:

(1) Does the road switcher agreement proposed by the
Carrier meet the terms and conditions of the 1986
BLE National Agreement (award of Arbitration Board
No. 458 dated May 19, 1986)?

(2) Should the Neutral answer Question (1) in the
negative, then what would be the appropriate
agreement consistent with Article VII to
cover road switcher assignments on said property?

HISTORY OF OISPUTE:
On May 19. 1986 Arbitration Board No. 458 rendered its award

setting forth the terms of the 1986 National Agreement (National Agreement)

between the Organization and the Carriers represented by the National

Carrier's Conference Committee, including the Carrier involved in this

case.

SeCtion 2 of Article VII of the National Agreement provides:

(a) Carriers that do not have rules or agreements that
allow them to establish road sWitcher assignments

throughout their system may serve a proposal for such
a rule upon the interested general chairman or chairmen.
If agreement is not reached on the proposal within 20

.days, the question shall be submitted to arbitration.

(b) The arbitrator shall be selected by the parties
or. if they fail to agree, the National Mediation

Bojrd will be requested to name an arbitrator.
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FINDINGS:
The Board upon the whole record and all the evidence finds that

the employees and Carrier are employees and Carrier within the meaning

of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, 45 U.S.C. §§lSl, et ~ The

Board also fL~ds that it has jurisdiction to decide the dispute in this

case. The Board further finds that the parties to the dispute were

given due notice of the hearing in this case.

Article VII, Section 2(c) of the Nat:i.onalAgreement specifies

that this Board's decision ~y not deal with the right of the Carrier to

establish road switcher assignments because such right is recognized.

Rather, the Board " ... shall be restricted to enumerating the terms and

conditions under which such assignments shall be compensated and operated."

Section 2(d) provides with respect to the determination of such conditions

that " ..• the arbitrator will be guided by and confined to what are the

prevailing features of other road switcher agreements found on Class I

railroads, except that the five-day yard rate shall apply to any assignment

established under this section."

While negotiations by the parties resulted in no agreement, they

did produce well defined proposals by each party. Analysis of those pro-

posals in light of the written submissions and arguments of the parties

reveals some areas of agreement, but numerous areas of disagreement. This

Board believes that in the interest of promoting accord between the parties

it should not disturb or otherwise interfere with the parties' agreements.

Accordingly, those provisions of the parties' proposals which are sub-

stanrially the same will be adopted as agreed upon.
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The Carrier's proposal generally reflects the terms and conditions

of road switcher agreements with the Organization applicable to four

geographical points within the Carrier's eastern region. With but one

exception, the agreement applicable to Circleville, Ohio, those"agreements

are fairly uniform. As the Carrier urges, they certainly qualify as road

switcher agreements on a Class I railroad within the meaning of Section 2(d).

However, many of their terms stand in marked contrast to the terms and

provisions o~ road switcher agreements on other Class I railroads. That

contrast is so sharp as to force the conclusion that many of the terms and

conditions contained in the Carrier's proposal are not prevalent in other

ro~d switcher agreements on Class I railroads and thus do not meet the

criterion of Section 2(d).

The Organization's proposal basically reflects the terms and
conditions of road switcher agreements on Class I railroads other than

the Carrier. The Organization presented several such agreements to the

Board which it maintains are representative of numerous other road switcher

agreements. The Carrier has presented no evidence to the contrary. However,

some provisions of the Organization's proposal go far beyond the terms and

pro'lisions of road switcher agreements on other Class I railroads. Accord-

ingly, those provisions in the Organization's proposal which are not in

accordance with the prevalent terms and conditions of road switcher agree-

ments on other Class I railroads do not meet the criterion of Section Zed)

and cannot be adopted in this decision.

This Board believes it most appropriate to proceed with an

analysis of the provisions of the parties' proposals in order to arrive
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emphasizes the Carrier, engineers on its property have a form of guarantee.

The Carrier points out that under Article XX of the schedule agreement

engineers on assigned runs may displace onto another run when their run

does not produce twelve days compensation in a bi-weekly pay peri.od.

Additionally, emphasizes the Carrier, the combination of the five-day

yard rate and the five-day guaranteed work week would produce an inordinately

high level of compensation for the employees.·

There are equities supporting the arguments of both parties.

However, the question of ~lhether the contested provisions should be

included here is controlled by Article VII, Section 2(d) of the Nationa1

Agreement. The provisions appear frequently in road switcher agreements

on Class I railroads other than the Carrier. They are prevalent in those

agreements. Accordingly, the Board concludes they should be included here.

2. Twenty-Minute Lunch Period Between Four and
Six Hours After Starting Work

The Organization contends that this provision is necessary

because there is no rule allowing a road switcher engineer a lunch period.

Accordingly, urges the Organization, the Carrier could work these engineers

~elve hours without affording them the opportunity to eat. The Organiza-

tion points out that the road switcher agreement applicable to CircleVille,

Ohio contains such a provision. The Organization takes the position that

road switcher engineers in the entire eastern region should have the same

right.

The Carrier opposes the inclusion of this provision on the

ground that it may interfere with prompt and efficient service to customers.
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Organization seeks a provision requiring th~ Carrier to cliii,j~" '.u,).

changes with the general chairman before making them.

The Carrier maintains that it must have the ability to chang~

the on-off point and especially the assignment limits in order to

meet the needs of the service. The Carrier points out that r02.,:l,,:t

assignments. in accordance with established practice. will be bullet; i,t::'~

with the desigu'lted on-off duty points anrl limits of the assignment incluu('d

therein. The Carri~r contends the Organization's fears that changes will

be made on a day-to-day basis are unfounded. The Carrier emphasizes that

there is no histury of problems on the property with this matter

The Or'ganization argues that it should have a voice in the

change of t i(~-·t1ppo:ints and the limits of the ass1.gnmeni~s inasmuch as

those matters d:i.rectlyimpact the employees Jt represents.

Analysis of the road switcher agreements on Class I railroads

other than the Carrier reveals that this provision appears to such an

extent that the Board is constrained to conclude it is prevalent in those

agreements. Accordingly, it will be included here.

4. Locker Room Facilities

The Organization maintains that its proposal on this subject

is a common provision in a number of agreements between the Organization

and the Carrier applicable on the eastern region. Accordingly, the

Organization seeks it here.

The Carrier contends that this provision deals with matters
,-,,"

(! which are not " ... terms and conditions under which (road switcher
\.::.;,,'-': •...
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provision also exists in Article XVII (Locomotive Design, Construction

and Maintenance) of the National Agreement.

The C~rrier takes the position that engines in road switcher

service are properly equipped, serviced and maintained and accordingly

that there 1s no justification for the inclusion of such a provision here.

Our analysis of the road switcher agreements on Class I railroads

other than the Carrier cited to this Board reveals no such prevailing

provision. Accordingly, it will not be adopted here.

6. Transportation Between Train and On/Off Duty
Points Where Distance Exceeds Sixteen Hundred
Feet

The Organization would include a provision that in the event

engineers are required to board or detrain in a terminal at a point other

than their on/off duty point, and the distance between the train and that
point exceeds sixteen hundred feet. they will be transported by suitable

enclosed passenger motor vehicle provided by the Carrier. The Organization

contends that this provision frequently has been negotiated with the

Carrier on the eastern region.

The Carrier can find no justification for the inclusion of this

provision. The Carrier points out that road switcher work does not involve

long trains, and for that reason the problem does not exist as a practical

matter.

The Board can find no provision such as the Organization requests

which is prevalent in the road switcher agreements on Class I railroads

cited to this Board. Accordingly, the provision will not be included here.
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Section 2(d) of the National Agreement. Accordingly, the Organization's

proposal will be included here.

In accordance with the foregoing Question No. 1 is answered in

the negative. In Answer to Question No.2, and in accordance with Article VII,

Section 2 of the National Agreement, attached hereto 1s an enumeration of

the terms and conditions under which any road switcher assignments estab-

lished by the Carrier on the eastern region shall be compensated and

operated.

A~J2t:tL
R. D. Kidwell
Carrier Member

C. V. Monin
Employee Member
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ATTACHMENT

The Carrier may establish road switcher assignments throughout

its eastern region subject to the following terms and conditions which

shall be applicable to the employees working those assignments who are

represented by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers:

1. Engineers on the "road switchers" established under the

provisions of this arrangement will be paid the five-day yard rate.

2. The following rules of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers' Agreement will not apply to the "road switchers" referred to

in herein:
Short Trips and Turnarounds Rule
Switching at Terminals Rule
Initial and Final Terminal Delay Rules

3. Engineers regularly assigned to the "road switchers" will be

guaranteed a work week of five (5) basic days. They will have an assigned

starting time which may be changed one time in a calendar day. They will

be called as nearly as possible one hour and thirty minutes before time

required to report for duty unless otherwise agreed to by the involved BLE

Local Chairman and the local supervision.

4. Engineers may be required to operate back and forth over. the

territory within the limits of their assignments, and into and out of their

tie-up point, as well as the points established as the limits of their

assignments, in either direction as many times as desired, irrespective of

the fact that the tie-up point and the points ~stablished as the limits

of their assignments are the home terminal and/or the away-from-home

terminal of crews on the seniority district on which they are working,

without additional payor penalty pay therefor, any rules to the contrary
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9. At the tie-up points suitable lodging for eligible employees

will be provided. The minimum standards for the accommodations will

consist of single occupancy rooms with bath and air conditioning. In the

event lodging is not available at the designated facility, the Company

will provide comparable lodging in lieu thereof, including transportatf0n

in connection therewith. In the event food cannot be procured at the

point of lodging and/or with 1600 feet thereof, transportation will be

furnished.

10. This arrangement does not affect road switcher

service in effect prior to its effective date.

11. This arrangement shall remain in effect until changed or

modified in accordance with the provisions of the Railway Labor Act, as

amended.


